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vecharger-challenge-to-repair-vag-com-11-11-3-cable-to-work-on-a-mazda-3-s. VAG-COM-CABLE - WAG-COM - VAGCOM VCDS. Instead of sending the fw to me, why not send it back to VAG for them to have a look at it. But then if it does
need replaced they may charge for it. Could also be a 5-6 week wait. Software Release: VCDS Release 11.11.3. Firmware
Version: 1.91. VAG COM11.11 Description VAG COM VCDS is a software package for Windows that emulates the . Can
use the sofware ONLY:VCDS 11.11.3. It works with all VAG vehicles including VW / Audi / Seat and Skoda from 1994 to
2012. Firmware version: 1.91 keflimisvers/vcds-vag-com-191-firmware. By keflimisvers. Vcds Vag Com 1.91 Firmware.
Container. OverviewTags. Sort by. Newest. No tags available. A: Although it's not a direct answer, it is a possible fix. VCDS
is a software based device and can be flashed with the vcds software. From the VCDS software readme, The latest VCDS
firmware can be obtained here and you can download it for free! By downloading the latest firmware, you can update the
VCDS device from 1.84 to the 1.91 firmware. This will allow it to work with the 3 wire cable. This software was made
specifically for vehicles. They state the following, It's a simple software that can be used in the following vehicles: VAG Vag,
MAZDA Mazda, LADA Lada, NISSAN Nissan, HONDA Honda, SAVAMAZDA Saab, SONY SONY, TRIUMTRIUM,
VW VW, AUDI AUDI, SEA SAE, PLATPLAT, PORSCHE PORSCHE, FORD FORD, CHEVROLET CHEV,
OLDSMOBILE, BUS BUS, NISSAN FERRARI, H
I have the latest version VCDS 11.11.3. There is no supported 1.91 firmware. vcds vag com 1.91 firmware - Code: #include
"PGM2560_class.h" #define MULTI_FORMAT void Multi_Check(Hex *flash_out, Hex *eeprom_out) { if
(eeprom_in[0x00] == 0x01) { flash_out[0] = eeprom_in[0x01]; flash_out[1] = eeprom_in[0x02]; flash_out[2] =
eeprom_in[0x03]; flash_out[3] = eeprom_in[0x04]; flash_out[4] = eeprom_in[0x05]; flash_out[5] = eeprom_in[0x06];
flash_out[6] = eeprom_in[0x07]; flash_out[7] = eeprom_in[0x08]; flash_out[8] = eeprom_in[0x09]; flash_out[9] =
eeprom_in[0x0a]; flash_out[10] = eeprom_in[0x0b]; flash_out[11] = eeprom_in[0x0c]; 2d92ce491b
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